Individualized treadmill and strength training for chronic stroke rehabilitation: effects of imbalance.
Stroke survivors often have significant walking limitations and are at high risk for falling. Treadmill training, as a rehabilitation approach in stroke survivors, and its relationship to balance ability has not been widely studied. The main goal of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of an individualized treadmill-strength training protocol on functional outcomes in chronic stroke survivors. Thirty adult participants with chronic stroke were recruited from 1 European and 4 Middle Eastern countries. Each completed 36 sessions of treadmill-strength training. The rehabilitation protocol was individualized according to each patient's cardiovascular fitness. Ten-meter walk test (10MWT), Berg Balance Scale (BBS), and 6-minute walk test (6MWT) were measured before (T0) and after training (T1) and 6 months later (T2). Paired t tests were used to test differences with training (T1 - T0) and retention after training (T2 - T1). Increases in all 3 measures from T0 to T1 were significant. There were no changes in 10MWT and BBS from T1 to T2, but 6MWT tended to increase. Separate analyses for subjects with BBS scores <41 at T0 demonstrated comparatively greater improvements from T0 to T1 than in those with BBS scores ≯40. Those with low scores also significantly increased from T1 to T2 in both walk tests. These findings suggest that a protocol combining treadmill with strength training has beneficial long-term effects on functional walking measures after chronic stroke, especially in patients who initially have low balance ability.